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Abstract
Background

Ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA) ensures satisfactory gastro-intestinal function and quality of life (QoL) in
patients with refractory ulcerative colitis (UC). The transanal approach to proctectomy and IPAA (Ta-IPAA) has been
developed to address the technical shortfalls of the traditional transabdominal approach (Tabd-IPAA). In previous
studies, Ta-IPAA has proven to be safe but there is lack of reported functional outcomes. Aim of this study is to
compare functional outcomes and QoL after Ta- or Tabd-IPAA for UC.

Methods

This is a retrospective study of consecutive UC patients who underwent IPAA between 2011 and 2017. Only patients
who underwent a modi�ed-2 or 3 stage approach were included in the analysis. Close rectal dissection was performed
in Ta-IPAA as opposed to total mesorectal excision in Tabd-IPAA. A propensity score weighting was performed.
Functional outcomes were assessed using two functional scoring systems: the Pouch Functional Score (PFS) and the
Öresland score (OS). The global quality of life scale (GQOL) was used for patients’ overall perspective on QoL. Follow-
up was scheduled at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months, postoperatively.

Results

One hundred and eight patients were included. Thirty eight patients had  Ta-IPAA. At 12 months follow-up, mean OS
and PFS were 4.6 (CI 3.2-6.0) vs 6.2 (CI 5.0-7.3), p=0.025 and 6.1 (CI 3.5-8.8) vs 7.4 (CI 5.4-9.5), p=0.32, for Ta and
Tabd-IPAA, respectively. Mean GQOL score for Ta-IPAA was 82.5 (CI 74.8-90.1) vs 75.5 (69.4-81.7) for Tabd-IPAA
(p=0.045).

Conclusions

At 12 months postoperatively, Ta-IPAA seems to provide a superior pouch function and QoL.  

Introduction
Restorative proctocolectomy with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA) has become a standard procedure for patients
with medically refractory ulcerative colitis (UC) as it avoids a permanent stoma offering improvement in intestinal
function and satisfactory quality of life (QoL). (1) Variations in surgical technique may affect complication rates and
postoperative function. (2) Over the last decade, transanal proctectomy with IPAA (Ta-IPAA) has been proposed to
facilitate rectal dissection and transection in the deep pelvis. (3) Transanal IPAA results in lower morbidity and lower
conversion rate irrespective of patients’ factors such as obesity and narrow pelvis. (4) However, there are limited data
onpostoperative functional outcomes and QoL after Ta-IPAA. These aspects assume particular relevance if considered
that most of UC patients undergoing IPAA expect to recover a normal social and professional life and that traditional
transabdominal IPAA (Tabd-IPAA) already guarantees very good long-term functional results. (5)

This study aims to explore the potential differences in postoperative functional outcomes and their impact on quality
of life (QoL) between Tabd- and Ta-IPAA in UC patients undergoing pouch surgery, 12 months postoperatively.

Methods

Design and patients
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All consecutive patients undergoing primary IPAA at our institution for therapy refractory UC in 1, 2, modi�ed 2, or 3
stages between 2011 and 2017 were considered eligible for this retrospective comparative observational study.
Patients with preoperative diagnosis of dysplasia/colorectal cancer were not included. After a preliminary analysis,
patients undergoing a classical one or two stage approach were excluded from the analysis since this only occurred in
the transabdominal group. Patients were assessed at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months for pouch function and quality of life
(QoL). All data were registered prospectively in pouch dedicated databases. All patients had consented for their data to
be analyzed through the VLECC Biobank (Vlaamse Erfelijkheidsstudie Crohn’s en Colitis Ulcerosa, of Flemish Study for
Genetics Research on Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis, S53684).

Functional outcomes were assessed using two functional scoring systems: the ‘Pouch Functional Score’ (PFS) and the
‘Öresland score’ (OS). (6, 7) The OS has been designed in an arbitrary way, and even if it has been largely clinically
used, no statistical base has been used for its development. Symptoms are weighted on a scale of 16. On the other
hand, the PFS is derived from the Cleveland Global Quality of Life (CGQL) score. Symptoms are weighted on a scale of
30. This score has the advantage of being based on multivariate analysis of a very large cohort. To our knowledge, no
external validation has been done evaluating those two scoring systems. The global quality of life scale (GQOL) was
used to assess patients’ overall perspective on QoL. This is a single scale that directly evaluates QoL by using a rating
between 0 (='no quality of life') and 100 (='perfect quality of life'). (8)

Surgical technique
The technique of Ta-IPAA has been extensively described in previous publications. (3) Basically, the proctectomy is
performed bottom-up using a transanal platform (GelPort®, Applied Medical, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA, USA).
Stable pneumorectum and constant smoke evacuation were guaranteed by an Airseal® (Conmed, Utica, NY, USA)
insu�ation system. Close rectal dissection was performed. Dissection of the proximal part of the rectum and
mobilization of the mesenteric root of the small bowel to gain length were routinely performed from the abdomen. A
single stapled anastomosis with a double purse-string technique or hand-sewn anastomosis was used.

During the transabdominal approach, the proctectomy was performed through the abdomen, using minimally invasive
or open techniques. The surgical technique for proctectomy differs in the fact that dissection proceeded along the
presacral plane according to the total mesorectal excision (TME) principles. A double stapled technique or hand-sewn
anastomosis was used.

The �rst Ta-IPAA by our team was performed in March 2015. After January 2016 IPAAs at our institution are routinely
performed according to the transanal technique. Along the study period, operations were alternatively performed by
four different EBSQ (European Board of Surgical Quali�cation) quali�ed colorectal surgeons.

Statistical analysis
Mann-Whitney U tests and Fisher’s exact tests were used to compare continuous and binary variables, respectively.

However, the potential difference in patient-mix between the groups, caused by the retrospective design of the study,
could induce bias when comparing the outcomes. To reduce the risk of bias, each subject was weighted by its inverse
probability of being in its speci�c group, conditional on a set of variables suspected a priori to be related to the
outcomes (sex, body mass index (BMI), ASA score, smoking habits, primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC), age at pouch
construction, and number of surgical stages). The probabilities were obtained using a multivariable logistic regression
model. The objective is to create a weighted sample in which the distribution of these variables is similar groups. The
probabilities of group membership are also known as propensity scores (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). In the analysis
models, each individual is weighted by the inverse of its probability to belong to its group. Thus, the more typical a
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subject is for the group it belongs to, the lower its weight will be. This approach is known as inverse probability of
treatment weighting (IPTW, Curtis et al. 2007)The effect of the weighting was evaluated using unweighted and
weighted χ² tests and t-tests for categorical and continuous confounders, respectively. For the IPTW analyses of the
continuous and binary outcomes, linear and logistic regression models were used. Differences in means and odds
ratios with 95% con�dence intervals were reported from these models, with the primary focus on the estimates after 12
months. The other time points were considered as secondary outcomes. The so-called doubly robust approach was
applied in which the confounders used to create the weights were added as covariates in the analysis models (11). Per
outcome, a Bonferroni-Holm correction was used for the time points preceding 12 months.

All analyses have been performed using SAS software, version 9.4 of the SAS System for Windows. P-values smaller
than 0.05 were considered signi�cant.

Results
A total of 126 patients with UC underwent a restorative coloproctectomy with IPAA, either by transabdominal or
transanal approach. Seventeen patients in the transabdominal group had a classical one or two stage approach and
were excluded from further analyses. One patient had missing data on body mass index. Therefore, the �nal IPTW
analysis included 108 patients.

General results
Thirty-eight of 108 patients (34.9%; men 36.9%) with a median age of 38.1 years (IQR: 26–46) underwent ta-IPAA.
Transabdominal IPAA was performed in 71 patients (65.1%; men: 50.7%) with a median age of 39.3 years (IQR: 30–
48). Patients’ and surgical characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Ninety percent (64/71) and 92% (35/38) of
patients were operated according to a modi�ed two-stage approach in Tabd-IPAA and Ta-IPAA groups, respectively. In
each group, one patient had a manual IPAA anastomosis.

All operations in the Ta-IPAA groups were performed laparoscopically. In the Tabd-IPAA group, 56.1% of the patients
were approached laparoscopically. Conversion to open surgery occurred in 5 patients (7.6%). Although not statistically
signi�cant, a longer interval between colectomy and pouch construction was observed in the Tabd-IPAA group [3.7
months (IQR 3.1–5.3) vs 3.4 months (IQR 3.1–4.1); p = 0.33].

Rate of anastomotic leakage was comparable between the two groups [Tabd-IPAA 5.6% (4/71 pts) vs Ta-IPAA 7.9%
(3/38 pts); p = 0.69].

Functional outcomes
After propensity score weighting, in both Tabd- and Ta-IPAA groups, OS and PFS followed a downward trend,
progressively converging towards the lower values at 12 months follow-up. Evolution of pouch function over time did
not differ between the two groups (p = 0.14 and p = 0.15 for PFS and OS, respectively). At 12 months, mean OS [4.6 (CI
3.2-6.0) vs 6.2 (CI 5.0-7.3); p = 0.02)] and PFS (not signi�cant) [6.1 (CI 3.5–8.8) vs 7.4 (CI 5.4–9.5); p = 0.32] were lower
for the Ta- compared to Tabd-IPAA group. This was also observed at 3- and 6-months follow-up. Although not
signi�cant, at one month follow-up Ta-IPAA was associated with higher PFS [12.2 (IC 9.7–14.6) vs 10.8 (IC 8.7–12.9);
p = 0.26]; difference in OS between the two groups was not clinically relevant [0.6 (CI -0.6–1.7); p = 0.34]. (Figs. 1 and
2).

Quality of Life
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Higher GQOL scores were observed in Ta- compared to Tabd-IPAA patients over the entire follow-up period. At 12
months follow-up, mean GQOL score for Ta-IPAA was 82.7 (CI 75.1–90.2) vs 75.5 (69.4–81.6) for Tabd-IPAA (p = 
0.038). (Fig. 3)

Discussion
In this study, Ta-IPAA results in improved pouch function and QoL compared to Tabd-IPAA at 12 month follow-up.
Patients who underwent Ta-IPAA experienced better gastrointestinal function starting from 3 months postoperatively.
At 1 month follow-up, functional results were worse than Tabd-IPAA. This might be explained by the use of the
transanal platform with prolonged concentric stretching of the anal muscles �bers. However, this effect seems to be
self-limiting and a full recovery of the sphincter function can be expected. (12, 13)

As consequence of the adaptation period during which the ileo-anal pouch becomes more compliant and begins to
function and act as a reservoir, a constant and progressive improvement of pouch function was observed over time.
(14) Both PFS and OS dropped signi�cantly from month 1 to months 12 after surgery. For the reason discussed above,
this improvement was more pronounced in the Ta-IPAA group (Δ PFS = 6.1 and Δ OS 3.8 points). Therefore, this is an
aspect which deserves speci�c consideration during the preoperative counseling of patients scheduled for Ta-IPAA.

At 12 months follow-up, mean differences in OS and PFS between group still favored Ta-IPAA [1.5 (CI 0.2;2.8), and 1.3
(CI 1.3–3.9), respectively]. Moreover, better bowel function in Ta-IPAA resulted in better QoL. [Diff=-6.9 (CI -13.7;0.2)]
This con�rmed the �ndings of a previous multicentric comparative study which showed similar pouch function-related
QoL between Ta- and Tabd-IPAA, 12 months after surgery, according to the Cleveland global quality of life (CGQL).
Energy levels and QoL were signi�cantly better after Ta-IPAA. However, individual components rather than global
bowel function assessment were investigated and no difference was found in terms of stool frequency and major
incontinence. (15) In contrast, the strength of this study is the comprehensive report of the gastrointestinal functional
after pouch surgery by using two different tools (OS and PFS) whose reliability and reciprocal correlation has been
previously demonstrated. (16) Results on QoL have to be interpreted cautiously, as the present study focused on
functional outcomes (pouch function) and no validated QoL questionnaire was administered to patients. Furthermore,
a limited correlation between both OS/PFS and the impact on social life has already been reported suggesting that on
long-term follow-up pouch function does not necessarily correlate with QoL as result of patients’ lifestyle adaptation to
their own speci�c bowel habits. (17, 18)

Better functional outcomes after Ta-IPAA might be explained by some key technical advantages compared to Tabd-
IPAA. The transanal approach provides the surgeon with an optical control of the rectal cuff. (19) Transanal rectum
transection avoids the risk linked to the conventional anterior approach such as oblique transection and multiple
stapler �rings. Appropriate length of rectal cuff is crucial in preventing occurrence of cu�tis and pouch evacuation
problem. (20) Furthermore, the transanal approach allowed close rectal dissection. Although anterior rectal dissection
according to the principle of total mesorectal excision (TME) is not essential in UC patients without dysplasia, this is
still the preferred approach of many surgeons due to the avascularity of the dissection and the familiarity with a well-
established oncological technique. (21) On the contrary, a transanal approach allows easily intramesorectal dissection
along the rectal conduit, minimizing the risk of nerves injury and preserving the mesorectal fat which might be
bene�cial in limiting the burden of postoperative pelvic septic complications. (22) To date, ongoing in�ammation as a
result of the retained mesorectum has been postulated only in Crohn’s disease. (23)

All transanal procedures included in the present study have been performed during the �rst two years after the
introduction of Ta-IPAA (2015) at our department. Nonetheless, the bias introduced by the learning curve seemed not
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to affect short-term outcomes (no conversion and comparable rate of anastomotic leakage) and corroborates even
more the presented functional results.

Limitations of the study are related to its retrospectivity. A high percentage of patients had missing outcome
information after 12 months, especially in the Ta-IPAA group. An exploratory analysis (results not shown) revealed that
the missingness of functional scores at 12 months was not completely at random i.e. subjects with higher functional
scores at earlier time points had a higher probability to have missing data at 12 months. Although taken into account
in the statistical analysis using a likelihood approach, this remains a weakness of the study. Further, in this exploratory
retrospective study, no correction for multiple testing was considered for the three outcomes at 12 months. Finally, no
validated score for QoL was used and data on it should therefore interpreted with caution.

Conclusions
This retrospective study suggested that the transanal approach for pouch surgery in UC patients refractory to medical
treatment provides a superior pouch function and QoL than Tabd-IPAA than the transabdominal approach. Further
randomized studies (FUNCTIon trial, ClinilcalTria.gov Registration number NCT04722757) are ongoing and are
expected to provide additional data on this subject.
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    Before PSW After PSW

Variable   Transabdominal Transanal P-
value

Transabdominal Transanal P-
value

Sex              

Male n/N (%) 36/71 ( 50.70%) 14/38
(36.84%)

0.166 31.3 (44.7%) 16.0 (42.2%) 0.808

Female n/N (%) 35/71 ( 49.30%) 24/38
(63.16%)

  38.7 (55.3%) 22 (57.8%)  

BMI Mean 23.19 22.74 0.566 23.00 22.96 0.960

  CI (22.14; 24.23) (21.63;
23.86)

  (21.94;24.06) (21.93;24.00)  

ASA              

ASA = 1 n/N (%) 1/71 (1.41%) - 0.593 0.8 (1.1%) - 0.685

ASA = 2 n/N (%) 53/71 (74.65%) 28/38
(73.68%)

  51.6 (73.7%) 28.5 (75.0%)  

ASA = 3 n/N (%) 15/71 (21.13%) 10/38
(26.32%)

  15.8 (22.6%) 9.5 (25.0%)  

ASA = 4 n/N (%) 2/71 (2.82%) -   1.8 (2.6%) -  

ASA              

ASA = 1–2 n/N (%) 54/71 (76.06%) 28/38
(73.68%)

0.785 52.4 (74.8%) 28.5 (75.0% 0.981

ASA = 3–4 n/N (%) 17/71 (23.94%) 10/38
(26.32%)

  17.6 (25.2%) 9.5 (25.0%)  

Smoking              

Never n/N (%) 43/71 (60.56%) 25/38
(65.79%)

0.327 43.5 (62.1%) 23.5 (61.9%) 0.431

Current n/N (%) 5/71 ( 7.04%) 5/38
(13.16%)

  5.0 (7.1%) 5.5 (14.5%)  

Ex-smoker n/N (%) 23/71 (32.39%) 8/38
(21.05%)

  21.5 (30.8%) 9.0 (23.6%)  

Smoking              

Never n/N (%) 43/71 (60.56%) 25/38
(65.79%)

0.591 43.5 (62.1%) 23.5 (61.9% 0.984

Current or ex-
smoker

n/N (%) 28/71 (39.44%) 13/38
(34.21%)

  26.5 (37.9%) 14.5 (38.1%)  

PSC              

No n/N (%) 63/71 (88.73%) 36/38
(94.74%)

0.300 63.6 (90.9%) 35.3 (92.9%) 0.743

Yes n/N (%) 8/71 (11.27%) 2/38
(5.26%)

  6.4 (9.1%) 2.7 (7.1%)  
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    Before PSW After PSW

Age at pouch
construction

Mean 39.34 38.11 0.642 38.81 38.82 0.998

  CI (36.62; 42.05) (33.63;
42.58)

  (36.16;41.47) (34.09;43.54)  

Number of
stages

             

Modi�ed two n/N (%) 64/71 (90.14%) 35/38
(92.11%)

1.000 63.6 (90.8%) 34.9 (91.9%) 0.848

Three n/N (%) 7/71 (9.86%) 3/38
(7.89%)

  6.4 (9.2%) 3.1 (8.1%)  

TME vs CRD              

TME n/N (%) 65/66 (98.48%) 1/37
(2.70%)

< .001 63.4 (97.7%) 0.8 (2.2%) < .001

CRD n/N (%) 1/66 (1.52%) 36/37
(97.30%)

  1.5 (2.3%) 35.8 (97.8%)  

Surgical
access

             

Lap/SILS n/N (%) 32/66 (48.48%) 38/38
(100%)

< .001 33.9 (52.3%) 38 (100%) < .001

Open n/N (%) 29/66 (43.94%) -   26.3 (40.6%) -  

Converted n/N (%) 5/66 (7.58%) -   4.6 (7.1%) -  

Anastomosis              

Manual n/N (%) 1/66 ( 1.52%) 1/38
(2.63%)

0.689 1.1 (1.6%) 0.9 (2.3%) 0.798

Stapled n/N (%) 65/66 ( 98.48%) 37/38
(97.37%)

  63.8 (98.4%) 37.1 (97.7%)  

Interval total
colectomy -
pouch

Mean

(months)

8.37 4.08 0.083 8.58 3.94 0.078

  CI (3.56; 13.19) (3.35;
4.81)

  (3.45;13.71) (3.32; 4.56)  

Year Pouch       < .001     < .001

2011   10/71 (14.08%) -   9.8 (13.9%) -  

2012   16/71 (22.54%) -   14.1 (20.1%) -  

2013   14/71 (19.72%) -   14.8 (21.1%) -  

2014   18/71 (25.35%) -   18.1 (25.9%) -  

2015   9/71 (12.68%) 13/38
(34.21%)

  9.6 (13.7%) 12.6 (33.1%)  
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    Before PSW After PSW

2016   2/71 (2.82%) 24/38
(63.16%)

  1.8 (2.6%) 24.5 (64.6%)  

2017   2/71 (2.82%) 1/38
(2.63%)

  1.8 (2.6%) 0.9 (2.3%)  

PSW Propensity Score weighting; BMI Body Mass Index; PSC Primary Sclerotizing Cholangitis; TME total mesorectal
excision: CRD Close Rectal Dissection; SILS Single Incision Laparoscopy

Continuous variables are expressed as mean and CI (con�dence interval). Variables presented with percentages are
analyzed using a (weighted) χ². Variables summarized by means are analyzed using a (weighted) t-test. All reported p-
values are two-sided.

Note that the weighted analyses were based on one subject less, having a missing value for BMI (which was used to
create the weights).
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Figure 1

Comparison of Pouch Functional Score (PFS) after propensity score weighting. 
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Figure 2

Comparison of Öresland score (OS) after propensity score weighting.
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Figure 3

Comparison of Quality of Life (QoL) score after propensity score weighting.
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